Little Mermaid
Video Evaluation Topics/Questions

Name: _________________________________

Relationships:

1. Is conflict managed in an appropriate and healthy way?

2. How are problems solved?

3. How does the star character relate to his/her parents?

4. How are parents depicted?

5. How are authority figures portrayed?

6. Who was depicted as wiser? Parent or child?
Marriage and Courtship:

1. On what grounds are the hero and heroine attracted to each other?

2. What role does dress and adornment play in attraction and courtship in this video?

3. Would a marriage based on the foundations of our hero and heroine be likely to last?

4. Would you want your child to select their spouse this way? Why or why not?

Character Development:

1. What traits of character are desirable and glorified, especially in the hero/heroine?

2. Are these character traits congruent with what Christ values in our character development? Why or why not?

3. In what ways would the viewing child be likely to imitate the hero? Would you want your child to imitate the hero in those ways?
Religion and Spirituality:

1. How is Christianity (and Christians) depicted (if at all), especially Bible based Christianity? (Example: How are ministers portrayed? How are virtuous Christians depicted?)

2. How are occult related things depicted (i.e. witches, magic, spirits, supernatural forces, etc.)? As harmful, harmless, fun, wholesome, evil, real, imaginary?

3. How might this exposure to spiritualistic/occultish material impact a child’s spirituality?

4. Would you want your child involved in such activities with witches, magic etc?

Biblical (and Ellen White Insights):

1. What Biblical insights are helpful to evaluate this video?

2. What insights from Ellen White may inform your evaluation of this video?